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The Parent-Child Dance: HELPFUL INFORMATION to Help You Understand and Shape Your Child’s
Behavior, shows you how to help your child improve his behavior and become calmer, happier, and more
focused. You will also learn to strengthen and revel in your parent-child relationship--without guilt, shame,
or blame. showing up withdrawn or shutdown;" irritation with touch, sound, smell, and flavor;A
compassionate, insightful, user-friendly book. regular anger outbursts or temper tantrums; nervousness or
nervousness;Written by pediatric behavioral specialist, Miriam Manela, OTR/L, this sensitively-illustrated
parenting help contains over eighty creative activities and shows you the proven methods the author has
taught to thousands of parents, kids, teachers, and therapists. problems with peers, problems with
teachers;""The Parent-Child Dance offers many creative activities parents can do making use of their
children at home to greatly help them with some common behavioral issues. overly rough and rowdy
behavior;”—Pat Carroll, host of "Raising OUR CHILDREN," WCBS radio. and more conditions that the writer,
a pediatric occupational therapist, has effectively treated in hundreds of individuals in her private
practice.This book is similar to having an occupational therapist living in your attic! Through technology, step-
by-step instructions, and helpful illustrations, Manela and Zwolinski beautifully reveal the secrets of

therapeutic, purposeful connection for the benefit of parents and kids as well., Coauthor of the Bestseller,
The Art of Roughhousing“Get help for your son or daughter for difficulties such as over-sensitivity or
irritability;—Anthony T. DeBenedet, M.D. Let's dance, let's dance indeed!The Parent-Child Dance is a wonderful
resource book for parents and professionals to help children with the range of sensory processing
disorders.Howard Glasser is Executive Director of Kids’.This must-have book is filled with activities which
can be easily built-into play and everyday routines.”—” Georgia DeGangi Clinical Psychologist, Occupational
Therapist “Miriam Manela has the key to help you unlock the mystery of your son or daughter's challenging
behavior…Recommendations and Compliment for The Parent-Kid Dance:“ —."s Success Foundation & Creator
of the Nurtured Heart Approach®The Parent-Kid Dance could only have already been written by someone
with Miriam Manela's expertise, dedication, and insight.Richard M.s inner globe, and gives you the equipment
you should strengthen your parent-kid relationship without blaming or shaming.Dr.— In it, Miriam helps you
speak to your child’ Zwolinski, Author of Therapy Revolution: Discover Help, PROGRESS, and Move On
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 most books with sensory suggestions are not as parent friendly and I came across this one an easy task
to follow and understand that I bought several to give out to my friends. She describes her remedies
utilizing the stories of actual children to illustrate how it works. Every suggestion she has is easy to
accomplish at home, almost no special equipment is necessary. The best thing is that the treatments are
really like games, so by "playing" with a child you can help them gain better control of their behaviors. I
loved the truth that her examples use children of most ages - best up to late teens. Reading the stories
made me realize how much I think my children must feel things just how I do, but that is not the case.
Everyone experiences the world through their own unique sensory system. I am aware now why is my son
delicate to sound and contact, while my girl is a real toughie when it comes to pain and doesn't even seem
to feel the chilly! I'm sending a duplicate of this book to my buddy - he could really make use of some help
with one of his kids! Love just how Miriam is sharing her OT secrets! Must Have Discovered the book quite
useful in understanding sensory digesting. A wonderful valuable book for any parent! I especially like every
chapter's title and examples of wording often found in reports to spell it out the child's behavior, and the
fantastic illustrations peppering the reserve! Very straightforward and useful. Creative ideas Great book.
Running to professionals is both a costly and time consuming luxury that I cannot really afford!!!!I'm so
excited to put to apply her tools and methods.After reading thru it, I strongly recommend and urge almost

all parents with any kind of child that has any kind of sensory disorder to purchase a copy! Well written
and easy to understand.The book is easy to read, the illustrations are a fabulous guide, I'm excited to
recommend this book to all my mom-friends ! But in this book the author is posting many OT "secrets"
which not only gives me fun actions to do with my kids, but allows me to be privy to the amazing
understanding and expirience she's carefully accumulated through the years! Very informative! Wonderful
book.Every recommendation she has is easy to accomplish at home Miriam is a talented and experienced OT
who is sharing some of her treatment secrets for parents to make use of. Offers lots of quick and easy
exercises with a choices to personalize them to suit your needs. She has a gift for presenting powerful
methods in a practical and easy to implement manner. Kudos for providing a useful textbook for those of
us bombarded with research and jargon, which gets dropped in translation in true to life! I've recommended
this book to others, and will continue to do so! Great reserve.As a mom of five bright however complex
children, I'm generally looking for ways to adress their individual needs and help each one with their unique
struggles and weaknesses. Strategies. Gave a new understanding of what its prefer to have sensory
digesting disorder.! Great book and clear to see with practical ideas. Well crafted and easy to understand
Wonderful book. Miriam KNOWS her sufferers , with a beautiful stability of appreciation of their struggles
without having to be too patronizing. I came across it beneficial as a practitioner, and also have suggested
it to my client's. I've received feedback including "this book actually speaks if you ask me about my kid" and
" I understand my child's behavior therefore much better now, our relationship has improved". Five Stars
Useful information. Great reference. Five Stars This book really opened a fresh door into my child's world
for me personally. One Star hmm A Great Field Guideline of Creative, Practical, and An easy task to
Implement STRATEGIES FOR Parents/Experts to Actually Work Together! We live in an increasingly
overly busy, tech-centric, overstimulating environment that is negatively impacting quite a few children,
especially those with Autism and/or special requirements! This gem of a reserve is an extended awaited
field guideline to help parents/professionals actually work together to greatly help children in need! A must
read for EVERYONE on the IEP team, not just the OT or parent!! I also like the suggested actions,
pointers, explanations, and sensitivity where the authors exhibit a profound knowledge of advancement;

motoric and socio-emotional. This reserve demystifies the roots of many of the self regulation issues, and
will be offering creative, practical, and easy to implement tips to facilitate sensory digesting. Miriam can help
you understand your child’s globe and presents customized activities that are both fun and easy to
integrate into real life so that your kid will thrive. I recommend this reserve for parents, therapists, and



educators.! Clear and easy to read. Complete How to Guidebook for both parents and therapists As a
mother or father and occupational therapist, I was impressed by Miriam Manela’s unique method of looking
at the “total child”. Great for any loving mother who would like to give her kid the most.
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